
CLUSTERS Questions
1. Are prisons entitled to collect information about the religious affiliation of inmates?

2.  Is spiritual  assistance provided in prisons?

2.1 Can spiritual assistance be provided through chaplains? 

2.2 Which RBOs are entitled to have chaplains? 

2.3 Who pays  chaplains?

2.4 Which RBO chaplains are paid? 

2.5 Are RBO representatives entitled to visit prisons (either regular visìt or visit upon inmate's request)?

2.6 Which RBO representatives  have the right to visit prisons? 

3. Are RBOs entitled to their own chapels/meeting places in prisons?

3.1 Which RBOs are entitled to their own chapel?

4.  Are there any multi-faith spaces that can be used by members of different RBOs?

5.  Is spiritual  assistance provided in public healthcare facilities?

5.1 Can spiritual assistance be provided through  chaplains? 

5.2 Which RBOs are entitled to chaplains?

5.3 Who pays  chaplains?

5.4 Which RBO chaplains are paid? 
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5.5 Are RBO representatives entitled to visit public healthcare facilities (either regular visìt or visit upon patient's request)?

5.6 Which RBO representatives have the right to visit public healthcare facilities? 

6.  Are RBOs entitled to their own chapels/meeting places in public healthcare facilities? 

6.1 Which RBOs are entitled to their own chapel? 

7. Are there any multi-faith spaces that can be used by members of different RBOs? 

8.  Is spiritual assistance provided in military facilities?

8.1 Can spiritual assistance be provided through chaplains? 

8.2 Which RBOs are entitled to their own chaplains?

8.3 Who pays chaplains?

8.4 Which RBO chaplains are paid?

8.5 Are RBO representatives entitled to visit the military barracks (either regular visìt or visit upon request by a member of the military)?

8.6 Which RBO representatives  have the right to visit military barracks?

9. Are RBOs entitled to their own chapels/meeting places in military barracks? 

9.1 Which RBOs are entitled to their own chapel? 

10. Are there any multi-faith spaces that can be used by members of different RBOs? 

11.   Can military personnel  be exempted from work during the festivities of their RBO? 

11.1 Which RBO members enjoy this right?

12. Are inmates entitled to food that is not forbidden by the dietary requirements of their RBO? 
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12.1  Are inmates who are members of the following RBOs entitled to food that is not forbidden by the dietary requirements of their RBO? 
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